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He thought he saw an elephant
That practiced on a fife
He looked again, and found it was
A letter from his wife

–Lewis Carroll1

I write as someone who is old (I’m approaching my 93rd birthday) and has a brain. While I
claim no expertise in brain science, I hope to suggest questions that might occur to a
computer scientist thinking about the brain. What little I have learned about the brain
comes from a few books (Patricia, 1986; Dennett, 1991; Hobson, 1994). I have also
benefited from lectures by Patricia Churchland, one of the authors.

Having an old brain is not wonderful; I can’t help but be aware of howmuch of what it could do when
I was twenty is gone. It is so slow. However, this does provide one advantage: Various stages of
processes that my brain carries out, that in past years would have gone by too quickly for me to have
noticed them, are now quite evident.2

1 DOES THE BRAIN USE ALGORITHMS?

I ask my friend: “Have you ever read anything by Turgenev?” Her negative reply comes with no
pause. Does her brain have a database of fiction she has read? Is her brain using a search algorithm? If
not, how else can we imagine this feat accomplished?

I ask: “What’s the name of the man you were seated next to at dinner last night?” She doesn’t
remember. A half hour later, while we were talking about something different, she says“I remember
now, Jerome’s his name. It just popped into my head.” If the brain used a search algorithm to do this,
might it be different from that of the previous example, a slower, but more methodical, procedure?

Can we imagine a device made from the brain’s “hardware” that can execute search algorithms?
Or arbitrary algorithms for that matter? In my (Davis, 2017), I emphasized that very little is needed
for Turing completeness. No doubt a universal computer could be built with the brain’s neurons.
However, it’s much less clear that one could evolve. The case of the genetic code in which amino acids
are coded by strings suggests that the possibility is not so far fetched. Also in fact, spoken and written
language are examples of arbitrary symbols representing objects, actions, and concepts.

Someone crosses a busy street, expertly weaving among the cars. Howwould one program a robot to do
this?Until recently, a process usingmuchnumerical computationwould be proposed.Nowadays, one could
consider the alternative of “training” amulti-level neural net for the purpose. It is certainly easier to imagine
brains doing something like this than carrying out a process involving a lot of arithmetic computation.
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A student is studying calculus, specifically integration. A
bunch of techniques are learned: change of variable,
integration by parts, partial fractions. How to decide which to
use when presented with a specific example? On the basis of their
own attempts as well as access to worked-out examples, students
can develop an intuition that guides them to the best choice of
technique. Is the student’s training like that of a neural net?

2 VISION AND OTHER BRAIN PRODUCTS
Scientists studying human vision have shown that what we “see”
is the result of complex data processing by the brain. Continuous
rapid eyeball motions send huge amounts of data to the brain
from which the brain produces the scene presented to us. Our
sense that we just see that which is before us is a brain product.
We actually “see” a sequence of converging edits (as Lewis Carroll
playfully suggests in the quoted excerpt in the heading). With my
slow old brain doing the work, early edits are sometimes of
sufficient duration that I “see” quite clearly something that isn’t
there, before the corrected version appears.

How much of our inner mental experience is similarly
illusory? Eighty years ago, I was approaching my thirteenth
birthday. I remember many things about my life and
experiences at that earlier time, but as we have learned, these
memories may be unreliable. I have a strong sense that the old
man writing this and that boy are different stages in life of the very
same person. But isn’t that very sense also a brain product?

3 DOES THE BRAIM HAVE AN OPERATING
SYSTEM?

Many years ago, there was a candy vending machine where I
worked. For health reasons, I needed to avoid being tempted by

its offerings. One day, passing the machine on my way frommy
office to the men’s room. I was strongly tempted because one of
my favorites, chocolate with almonds, had just become
available. I resolved to resist the temptation and thought no
more about it. As I walked back to my office from the toilet,
thinking about a mathematical problem, I noticed that I was
eating that delicious candy bar with no memory of having
bought it.

This story can be conceptualized as a struggle among three
brain processes, we may call: EatTheSweet, EatHealthy, and
DoMath. EatHealthy executes and stops EatTheSweet. Then
later, while DoMath is going at full blast, EatTheSweet sees its
chance and executes. What controls this? In a computer, it
would be the operating system that allocates resources to
processes and permits them to execute. One can certainly
imagine that the multitasking brain possesses some such
mechanism controlling its hundreds of processes, some
struggling for attention and resources. But an operating
system needs a user interface. And where and what is the
user?

Our sensation of consciousness and, in particular, our I-me
sense of ourself as an individual, have presumably evolved
because having them provides an evolutionary advantage. I
suggest that functionally, consciousness serves as an interface
to the brain’s operating system. And furthermore, that the I-me
sense, perhaps the most remarkable brain product, functions as
the user.
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